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Abstract   

 Mobile Ad-hoc Network is characterized as a system that is remote and 

dynamic. It can be outlined with no need for earlier framework where 

each hub goes about as switch. A versatile Ad hoc Network is a self-

arranging arrangement of portable hubs that are associated remotely. Each hub 

capacities as a sink and in addition a switch to send packets. These hubs can 

move unreservedly and freely toward any path and ready to get sorted out into a 

system. Thus, they change their positions as often as possible. In this study, a 

correlation is made between Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector convention and 

Ad-hoc On Multipath Demand Distance Vector convention utilizing system test 

system NS2.35.  

 AODV is reactive gateway discovery algorithm where a MANET mobile device connects only on-demand. 

AOMDV was basically made for highly dynamic ad-hoc networks to respond to link breakages and failures 

in network.  It deals with managing ways for the goals and utilizations goal arrangement numbers to define 

the fresh routing to guarantee circle flexibility consistently and to stay away from issues. It is a protocol 

based on timer that finds ways for the mobile nodes to respond to breakages in links and changes in 

topology. The result demonstrates that the AODV is superior to AOMDV when the number of node 

increases. Then again, the AOMDV has better performance when the simulation increases. 

 

1. Introduction 

In the course of recent decades, there is an exponential development in the field of data handling and 

remote information transmission for tolerant checking framework [23]. Remote Body Area Network 

(WBAN) is a system which utilizing remote sensor innovation that structures a framework to ceaselessly 

screen the patient circumstance. Particular sensors for each physiological information are put close to the 

human body, yet it restrains the patient portability. The remote system is important to outline for checking 

the portable patient inside indicated region. This offers opportunity to the patient to move without medicinal 
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expert inside the grounds. This system is a remote sensor organize that gives the patient observing to 

anybody inside scope zone. Portable patient are moving and makes less unsurprising topology and 

connection insecurity that is make directing a vital assignment for versatile patient checking [30].  

On account of medicinal applications, the primary necessity is to diminish the control overhead and 

dependable therapeutic information transmission. A portable patient observing system show is composed, 

and its execution has been broke down in view of end-to-end defer and throughput utilizing WLAN IEEE 

802.11 standard under various steering conventions. Outlining of system begins from the comprehension of 

remote systems and concentrate the idea of IEEE models 802.11 WLAN and 802.15.4 WPAN, which can be 

utilized on the system. This section depicts the remote system and IEEE guidelines [18] 

The remote system is the system which utilizes radio recurrence for transmitting and accepting 

information on air. The most critical advantage when contrasted with wired systems is to wipe out the issue 

of overwhelming links and remote system can be made effortlessly and quick where we can't wire the 

association. This kind of system gives greater adaptability and effortlessly adjusts the adjustments in the 

system setup. However, remote system is more powerless to impedance because of other radio recurrence 

gadgets, and obstacle. Add up to throughput is additionally diminished when there are numerous associations 

[1]. The remote system offers flexibility to the gadgets, for sending information and partakes in 

correspondence without systems administration links, which increment the portability yet diminish the scope 

of correspondence. The remote system structure is delineated in the figure 1.1. 

 

Fig. 1: wireless network 

2. Background 

A portable specially appointed system is an accumulation of versatile hubs shaping an Adhoc system 

without the help of any unified structures. These systems present another specialty of system foundation and 

can be appropriate for a situation where either the framework is lost or where a framework isn't exceptionally 

financially savvy. T can be arranged to the complete life sysle is typically selected as main, alternative as 

well as the third era Adhoc system frameworks. Exhibit specially appointed devices protocols were thought 

to be the territary era.  

The first retreats to 1972. Around particular  point, treated as PRNET.  conjunction by  ALOHA and 

CSMA, ways for access control as well as it is a kind  for detachment angle guiding PRNET used on a 

estimation commence for giving unmistakable frameworks organization capacities in a fight circumstance. 

The second period of uniquely named frameworks ascended in the 1980s when the Adhoc framework 

structures were also developed as well as realized by a bit of  Survivable Adaptive Radio Networks program 

which  gave  package changed the framework to the versatile battle zone in a space without a system. This 

program wound up being useful to developing radios execution which makes humbler, more affordable, 

along adaptable to computerised strikes. 

Remote Ad hoc organizes sent on 90’s has been generally inquired about   long time. WANet’swere  

gathering of  least pair of remote specialized gadgets with which organizing ability. These remote gadgets 

can speak with different hubs instantly inside their radio range .after that, hubs ought to send a middle hub to 

switch to course the parcel from starting against the Objective. The WANet’s don't accept entryway; each 

hub able to go about by the door. After all 1990s, parcel scholars have been or s completed in remote 

correspondence mode. Thus at 1990s,  idea for business specially appointed systems touched base with 

scratch pad PCs and other suitable correspondences gear. In the meantime, the possibility of the 

accumulation of portable hubs was proposed at a few research gatherings.  
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At territory   position for innovation, limited positions were presented by the IEEE. The IEEE 802.11 

sublimate has received an expression "specially appointed systems" and the exploration group [Brad 2000, 

Matthias 2001, Royer 1999] has begun into investigate  likelihood for conveying Adhoc systems in different 

zones of utilization. In the mean time, the work was going ahead to propel the already manufactured Adhoc 

systems. GloMo along nearest-term proportion were  portion for consequences by  endeavors. It via give a 

place. A domain with Internet-form mixed media network anyplace and whenever in handheld gadgets. A 

Wireless exceptionally designated framework is a collection of heterogeneous framework center point 

surrounding the short lived frameworks out the guide for structure . Thus a circumstance, might be critical 

for 1  remote server to lost out the guide for various has sending  bundle to objective; such an immediate 

after effect of the limited extent for every remote server transferring. Remote Adhoc systems (WANETs) 

Figure 1.0 don't depend on any settled framework yet convey in own-composed manner. 

 

Fig. 2 : Routing Protocol 

3. Simulation and Results 

In audio teleconferencing or hands-free mobile call it is highly needed to cancel the acoustic echo 

while maintaining the full-duplex transmission. Since acoustic echo happens due to poor voice coupling 

between loudspeaker and microphone. In this scenario the microphone signal which is to be transmitted to 

the channel is combination of two signals. One is near-end speech signal which is desirable and other is 

reflected copy of far-end speech signal which is going to be heard as echo at the far end receiver. For the 

transmission of echo free signal, the far-end speech signal which is present at microphone input along with 

the near-end speech signal is to be removed using echo canceller algorithm.  

The simulation action can be authentic as: 

Cancellation of echo by considering both the high pass filter and low pass filter. 

The noise ratio is also intended to reduce by the proposed method to prove the algorithm accuracy.  

4. Problem Formulation and Proposed Solution 

The AODV routing protocol is defined as a reactive routing protocol. This reactive routing seeks 

routes when the node sends data. Thus, routes are designed when there is a need. The AODV routing 

protocol contains four control packets: hello messages, route replies (RREPs), route error messages 

(RERRs), and route requests (RREQs). These are used in two protocol mechanisms, which are discovery of 

route and route maintenance [3]. 

 

Fig. 3: Represent the flooding of RREQ 
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A routing table is maintained by all the nodes in the AODV protocol in order to store information 

concerning active routes from source to destination. The stored information includes number of hops, 

destination sequence number, next hop, active neighbors for a route, and the destination of a route table entry 

and its expiry time. Update of route entry timeouts is done whenever used. In order to stop looping in 

distance vector routing, a sequence number is sent with RREQs and RREPs. Both of RREQs and RREPs are 

saved in the routing table. When there are multiple replies for the node, the reply that has the higher 

sequence number is used. Mechanism of AODV determines that when two routes have the same sequence 

number, the use of the shorter route is required [5] 

4.1. Performance metrics for comparison 

There is different performance metrics used to evaluate the protocol. These metrics use to calculate 

the amount of data that received by destination, the number of packets drop, the require time to send data, 

and the energy consumption for the nodes in the network. In this paper we used five performance metrics 

that shown below: 

Packet Delivery Ratio: The percentage of data packets that is received by destinations over the 

percentage of data packets sent by the source. It determines the rate of packet loss, which creates limits to the 

network’s maximum throughput. 

End-to-end Delay: This metric defined as summation of time spend to send data from source node to 

destination node. There are different types of delay such as packet wait in queue, processing, propagation. 

Throughput is defined as an actual data packet that received by the destination node. The most 

significant for best-effort traffic are the first two metrics. The routing load metric gives an evaluation to the 

routing protocol’s efficiency. It is noteworthy, however, that these metrics are not independent. 

Routing Overhead Ratio The metric of routing overhead ratio is the total number of routing packets. 

The number is divided by the overall number of data packets that were delivered. Hence, this metric offers 

an idea about the extra bandwidth that is consumed by the overhead for the sake of delivering data traffic. 

Routing overhead has an effect on the network’s robustness in terms of the bandwidth utilisation and battery 

power consumption of the nodes. 

5. Results 

In NS2, the means for getting follow and NAM documents after the reproduction are as per the 

following:  

a) Writing of the program in Object Oriented Tool Command Language (OTCL) dialect. OTCL is 

utilized to compose the program for create a system, arrange condition, and direction of portable 

hubs.  

b) Run the .tcl record on the terminal under the Linux mint stage.  

c) NS2 follow analyser is use to investigations follow document got amid reenactment and as per 

follow record create the particular charts 

 

Fig. 4 :10 movable nodes AODV through which data transfer 
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Fig. 5 : 50 movable nodes AODV through which data transfer Routing Protocol 

The ratio of Packet delivery, end to end delay, routing overhead and throughput are calculated for 

AODV and AOMDV. Below is the analysis of the results and their corresponding graphs. 

 

Fig. 6:  Number of nodes Vs Throughput 

The varied throughput for AODV and AOMDV is representing in figure (4). The throughputs of both 

protocols are increase when the number of nodes increase due to the connection between source and 

destination be faster and easier. 

 

Fig. 7: Number of nodes Vs Throughput 

The study of the figure 5 for PDF shows that when the number of nodes increases the AOMDV has a 

better PDF when compared to AODV because the AOMDV have different route between source and 

destination nodes. 
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Fig. 8 :  Number of nodes Vs Throughput 

Figure: 6 for E2E delay, we note that when the number of nodes increase the delay increase in 

AOMDV and AODV.  But The AOMDV has a less end-to-end delay than AODV. In general the end-to-

end delay is caused by route failure so the source needs to initiate a RREQ to find other routes to the 

destination, queuing in the interface queue and many other reasons 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

This Paper works on the evaluation of the performance of AODV and AOMDV via the use of ns-2.35 

simulator. The comparison depended on the number of nodes and simulation time. Thus, we conclude that 

these parameters have a significant impact on the performance metrics of the routing protocols analyzed in 

this study. The results shown the AODV has better performance than AOMDV when the number of nodes 

increased. But AOMDV has better performance when simulation time increased except the overhead. The 

overhead ratio for AOMDV is higher than AODV in both scenarios that mean the AOMDV consume energy 

more than AODV. Future studies would involve the study of optimization algorithms like local search or the 

global search algorithms, or even involve a hybrid between the two algorithms which would enable tackling 

the problem of overhead ratio in the AOMDV routing protocols. 
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